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Name of the Player: Season 2015/16 Date:

Joao Geraldo 1. Review 22.01.2016

Position: Next Review Date:

Player LMC

GOAL:

3. Showing the player exactly what is expected from him and give him possibility to improve

This chart is a guidance for the performance appraisal:

Insufficient

Improvement needed

Meet the requirements

Exceed the requirements

Outstanding

Player is achieving the requirements on a regulary basis.

Player is exceeding the reqirements and is an important example for others
Player is always exceeding the requirements and is an example for other 
players in strenth, will and moral

1. The performance and moral of the player should be reflected over the last 6 months in order to 
review the standings of their table tennis and other related areas

2. Reflecting the strengths and/or topics which need to be improved

Player is not achieving the requirements requested in Ochsenhausen. 
Immediate improvement is needed
Player is often not achieving the requirements in Ochsenhausen. 
Improvement is needed.



Insufficient Improvement 
needed

Meet the 
requirements

Exceed the 
requirements Outstanding

Results

League Balance x

World Tour x

Challenger Series

National Team x

Other Tournaments:

x

Comment:

Insufficient Improvement 
needed

Meet the 
requirements

Exceed the 
requirements Outstanding

Mental Area

Approach/ Attitude x
Fighting Spirit x
Persistence x
Humility x
Mood x
Identification x
Group Spirit x

x

Comment:
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Average Results:

You have been playing and performing in the Bundesleague according our expectations. You could have won some more matches but the first part of the
season was in all areas a wee bit of unpeaceful or unregular. That could be seen also in your results overall. The good thing is that without having a 
good way of daily work you could get good wins demonstrating yet again your potential. A lot more to come here once you continue the which you have 
found after January. 

Average Mental Area:

To be fair there is nothing special to say here, you and we know your capacity, your very good qualities and skills and we are aware of the areas which can
be better. Naturally you are a bit more cool, you understand fast, you are less emotional when it comes to your table tennis. Definitely the key words are:stability, 
persistence, especially in your practice! After Baku and the summer you have been `flying`a bit but for now you are back on track so keep this way and build 
on your mental strength keeping in mind that to be TOP you need to put yourself in uncomfortable situations leaving your comfort zone often!



Insufficient Improvement 
needed

Meet the 
requirements

Exceed the 
requirements Outstanding

Physical Preparation

Strength/Stability x
Endurance x
Speed x
Balance x
Flexibility x
Power x

x

Comment:

Insufficient Improvement 
needed

Meet the 
requirements

Exceed the 
requirements Outstanding

Game

Footwork x
Forhand x
Backhand x
Passive Game (FH, BH, taking over) x
Above the Table (Flick, short-short, choop) x
Service x
Receive x
Far from the table (loobing, counter attack) x
Own game/style x
Stability x
Variations x
Consistency x

Average Game: x

Comment:
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Average Physical Preparation:

In this area you have a lot of potential. You have some fantastic qualities and therefore you need to be exceptional in some parts like power and endurance. 
You need to be everywhere at the table. Mika is building a relationship towards you and this willl lead you to improve as fast as possible. The key word for you 
here is yet again: excellence! All the work and effort here will support your table tennis so keep enjoying also the physical sessions! Focus and keep in your mind 
your week points, daily approach towards this from your own is vital to avoid injuries especially when you will play more and more.

After 2 and a half years you have your base and the work is heading in another direction keep in mind the fundamental work. The idea here is to use and
work well with your qualities. If we are entering into details we can see that the next step is to practice and work more effectively, more economically. You have 
all qualites to improve fast, still a lot to do as you very much know but with the right approach and work ethic you can have a high level in all areas within your 
game! 



Insufficient Improvement 
needed

Meet the 
requirements

Exceed the 
requirements Outstanding

Off Table Actvities

Helping out ( Pick Ups, ect.) x
Planning/ Organised x
Flat x
Lessons (German/English)
Car (condition/ accident ect.)
Beeing on time x
Extra work x

Average Off Table Actvities: x

Comment:

x

Comment:

Signiture Player
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OVERALL RATING

Signiture Observer

Same applies to this part as to the others. It was decent, not more not less. Time to dig deeper when it comes to planning (thinking carefully about details)
and organisation, in addition extra work should not be casual but to become as a habit. You have high average level but to be  excellent, here you can do 
more effort. We help you to prepare for the future so that is why we are critical in this area!

Summerising the first part of the season we can say that it was decent, you gather plenty of experiences from various part of your life and career. The very good 
point is that even with the unregular life and practice you have kept your level, position on WR and got some good wins. However  you also know and feel that to 
make the next step (which is not so hard) you need to get back on track (which you have done recently). Your situation and future is very much settled now, so 
time is to work hard daily in all the three key areas (mentally, physically, and in your game).


